Valentino London Old Bond Street flagship store

The second Valentino London flagship store is situated in the heart of the West End shopping district, surrounded by buildings from different periods. Including four retail floors, a storage basement and a top level dedicated to offices, tailoring and storage, the 540m² Woman store marks a further step in the development of the Valentino store concept by David Chipperfield Architects.

The building incorporates a new tectonic five-story façade proposal, based on an idea of engaging with the streescape of Old Bond Street. It is composed of two layers: the outer layer made of natural Portland stone with an inner layer made of artificial terrazzo. The latter consists of a series of well-proportioned openings framed by the Portland stone elements, providing consistency with the geometry of the neighbouring buildings while articulating a decorative façade.

The loggia at the top of the building is characterised by a series of round Portland stone columns introducing a crown, reminiscent of the attic typology prevalent in the area. It can be read as a contemporary interpretation of the traditional Old Bond Street elevations.

The theme of Venetian terrazzo runs throughout the project, both externally and internally. The interior walls further receive detailing with different materials, some using the same Portland stone, others in leather and wood.

On the ground floor, a series of self-standing white veined Carrara marble blocks and columns complete both space and structure. Deep portals, lined with terrazzo enhance a sense of threshold. A handcrafted stairwell and lift tower made of oak introduce a new ingredient to the stone surfaces. The same oak lines the vestibule of the entrance, creating a clear threshold from street into shop.

The concept features oak tables at the centre of the space, interspersed with the aforementioned cararra blocks. Along the double layered walls, polished brass pendants are fixed to carry wooden shelves.

The London concept merges the two main store concepts previously designed for both Woman and Man, one more heterogeneous and pronounced than the other, by forming a single concept that borrows from both.
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